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Business Overview: We are a leading data-driven diagnostic solutions company leveraging state of the 
art technologies with our proprietary AI platform to discover, develop, and commercialize solutions for 
clinical unmet needs, with a primary focus in lung disease. By combining a technology agnostic approach 
with a holistic view of the patient’s disease state, we believe our solutions provide physicians with greater 
insights to help personalize their patient’s care and meaningfully improve disease detection, evaluation, 
and treatment. Our unique approach to precision medicine provides timely and actionable clinical 
information, which we believe helps improve overall patient outcomes and 
lowers the overall healthcare cost by reducing the use of ineffective and unnecessary treatments and 
procedures. In addition to our diagnostic tests, we provide biopharmaceutical companies with services 
that include diagnostic research, clinical trial testing, and the discovery, development, and 
commercialization of companion diagnostics. 
 
Technologies & Platform: Our core belief is that no single technology will answer all clinical questions 
that we encounter. Therefore, we employ multiple technologies, including genomics, transcriptomics, 
proteomics, and radiomics, and leverage our proprietary AI platform, the Diagnostic Cortex®, to discover 
innovative diagnostic tests for clinical use. The Diagnostic Cortex is an extensively validated deep learning 
platform optimized for the discovery of diagnostic tests, which we believe overcomes standard machine 
learning challenges faced in life sciences research. Our data-driven and technology agnostic approach 
is designed to enable us to discover diagnostic tests that answer critical clinical questions faced by 
physicians, researchers, and biopharmaceutical companies. 
 
Lung Focused Diagnostic Tests: We have commercialized six diagnostic tests in lung disease. Our Nodify 
XL2® and Nodify CDT™ tests, marketed as part of our Nodify Lung™ Nodule Risk Assessment testing 
strategy, assess the risk of lung cancer to help identify the most appropriate treatment pathway. We 
believe we are the only company to offer two commercial blood-based tests to help physicians reclassify 
risk of malignancy in patients with suspicious lung nodules. Our GeneStrat® and VeriStrat® tests, marketed 
as part of our Biodesix Lung Reflex® testing strategy, are used following diagnosis of lung cancer to 
measure the presence of mutations in the tumor and the state of the patient’s immune system to establish 
the patient’s prognosis and help guide treatment decisions. The GeneStrat tumor profiling test and the 
VeriStrat immune profiling test have a three-day average turnaround time, providing physicians with 
timely results to facilitate treatment decisions. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, through our 
partnership with Bio-Rad, we commercialized the Biodesix WorkSafe™ testing program. Our diagnostic 
expertise, technologies, and existing commercial infrastructure enabled us to rapidly commercialize two 
FDA EUA-authorized tests, as part of our customizable program. 
 
Biopharma Services: We provide our biopharmaceutical customers and academic partners with testing 
services for diagnostic research, clinical trial testing, and the discovery, development, and 
commercialization of companion diagnostics. We currently perform over 30 assays for research use as 
part of our laboratory services that have been used by over 50 biopharmaceutical customers and 
academic partners. 
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